BEYOND SCENT
Wedding Packages 2018/19

Deluxe Scenting Package
Venue Scenting (Consultation, Presentation, Evaluation & Management)
Consultation & Sampling
A two (02) hour ‘Olfactory Consultation’ to understand your story and discuss the style/theme of your wedding. We take a holistic approach
and gather as much detail as possible to ensure we deliver a unique and memorable day for you and your guests. As part of this session we
will discuss the fragrance families and identify your fragrance preferences.

Fragrance Presentation
A detailed ‘Fragrance Brief’ will be developed post consultation and shared with our Perfumers who will short-list a number of pre-designed
formulations from our scent library for presentation. This session typically takes 60 to 90 minutes. Once you have confirmed your chosen
scent, fragrance production works will be scheduled.

Site Evaluation
An on-site evaluation will be conducted prior to the event to assess the space and design a tailor-made scenting strategy for your day.

Venue Scenting & On-site Management
Professional scent diffuser units will be installed, calibrated and orientated prior to the event and on-site personnel supplied to monitor and
manage fragrance delivery for the duration of the event. Units and all other essential items will be removed after the event.

Package pricing:

From EUR 1,800 + tax

Luxury Scenting Package
Venue Scenting, Invitation Scenting, Favours, Gifts & Personalize Gifts
Venue Scenting
As detailed in our ‘Deluxe Package’ to include; consultation, presentation, evaluation, and management.

Invitation Scenting
Scenting of all your paper invitations via our proprietary infusion process, which takes 5 to 7 days.

Scented Guest Favours
Design and supply of a custom-made scented candle (70g) presented in a luxury clear glass container wrapped in a satin bag with a custom
label and your chosen message.

Gifts for the Wedding Party (Bridesmaids/Groomsmen)
Design and supply of tailor-made hand-blended scented candle (220g) presented in a bespoke box with your design and chosen message.

Personalized Gifts (Parents/Friends)
Design and supply of one-of-a-kind personalized presentation gift box for family members and close friends.

Package pricing:

From EUR 3,800 + tax

Signature Scenting Package
Create your own bespoke hand-blended wedding fragrance
Consultation & Fragrance Blending
A four (04) hour ‘Olfactory Consultation’ to understand your personality, design aesthetic, and story before reviewing the style and theme
of your wedding. We take a holistic approach and gather as much detail as possible to ensure we deliver a unique and memorable day for
you and your guests. As part of this session we will host a fragrance sampling/blending workshop to help identify your fragrance
preferences and afford you the opportunity to blend your own wedding fragrance formulation.

Crystal Reed Diffuser
Your choice of a 2.5 litre or 5.0 litre ‘centre piece’ crystal reed diffuser for the setting of your choice.

Luxury Living Cologne Room Mist
A set of three bespoke room mists (100 mls) for you to instantly scent and refresh any space.

Along with the above items this package also includes:
-

Venue Scenting
Invitation Scenting
Scented Guest Favours
Gifts for the Wedding Party (Bridesmaids/Groomsmen)
Personalized Gifts (Parents/Friends)

Package pricing:

From EUR 7,800 + tax
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